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The interaction between social factors and alcohol addiction is complex, with potential for both positive and negative contributions
to drug use and abstinence. Positive social connections are an important component in successful abstinence, and yet the social
context of alcohol use can also lead to relapse. Recently it was shown that rats overwhelmingly choose social reward over
methamphetamine, cocaine, and heroin in a discrete choice procedure, and that prolonged choice for social reward attenuates
incubation of drug craving. The extent to which this effect generalises to rats trained to self-administer alcohol is not known. In this
study we aimed to test the effect of social reward on choice for alcohol in male and female rats. We first validated social reward self-
administration in both male and female Long-Evans rats, and found that 60 s access to a social partner of the same sex can serve as
an operant reinforcer. Next we trained rats to self-administer both social reward and alcohol (20% ethanol in water), and then used
discrete choice trial based tests to determine whether there is a choice preference for alcohol or social reward. Our main finding is
that both male and female rats showed persistent choice for alcohol over social reward, with only minor differences between the
sexes. We also show that choice for alcohol could be reduced via increased response requirement for alcohol, pre-choice alcohol
exposure, and also decreasing the alcohol percentage. This study shows that preference for social rewards over drugs may not
generalise to rats self-administering alcohol, and we describe several conditions where choice for social reward can be developed.
This study highlights the important contribution of social factors to alcohol abuse, and future studies can investigate the
neurobiology underlying a shift in preference from alcohol to social rewards.
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INTRODUCTION
The interaction between social factors and drug and alcohol
addiction is complex, with potential for both positive and negative
contributions to drug use and abstinence. Positive social connec-
tions are an important component in successful abstinence. For
example, community-reinforcement approaches can be effective
for achieving abstinence with social support from clinicians,
family, colleagues and friends [1, 2]. However, the social context of
alcohol use can also promote drug use and relapse. For example,
social exclusion is a strong predictor of abuse liability [3], and
certain social situations can increase stress leading to increased
drug use [4]. Studying the interaction between social factors and
alcohol addiction has the potential to reveal important moderat-
ing mechanisms for alcohol use disorder [5].
To study the protective effects of social factors on drug addiction,

researchers have leveraged the fact that interaction with peers is
reinforcing in rats [6]. Venniro et al. found that rats overwhelmingly
choose social reward over methamphetamine in a discrete choice
procedure, and that prolonged choice for social reward attenuates
incubation of methamphetamine craving [7], heroin [8], and cocaine
[9]. These studies have also found that rats that retain the ability to
demonstrate deliberative choice for social reward despite also
showing highly addictive behaviours such as escalation of drug use,

resistance to punishment, and increased responding for drug
despite non-reinforcement. This indicates that there is a profound
protective effect of alternative choice for social reinforcement.
Currently, the role of discrete choice for social rewards in rats

trained to self-administer alcohol has not been tested. Building on
the foundational choice studies in rodents testing choice for
cocaine versus sugar [10, 11], others have shown that rats typically
prefer saccharine over alcohol, but that there is substantial
variability [12]. Preference for saccharine can be reversed by
alcohol dependence [13] and lesion of the subthalamic nucleus
[14]. In this study we aimed to determine whether male and
female rats will choose social reward over alcohol in a discrete
choice paradigm. To our surprise, we found evidence for a strong
preference for alcohol reward (20% ethanol in water) over social
reward. We tested three different manipulations to determine
whether this preference can be changed. In one group of rats, we
increased the response requirement for alcohol to determine
whether choice would shift to social reward as the amount of
effort required for alcohol increases. In another group, we tested
the effect of an alcohol self-administration session prior to choice,
and the then tested the effect of decreasing the percentage of
alcohol. Overall, the preference for alcohol over social reward was
highly prevalent, with only minor differences between the sexes.
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This study shows that preference for social rewards over drugs
may not generalise to rats self-administering alcohol, but that
there are conditions where the choice for social reward can be
developed. The results are discussed with relevance to the
translational utility of this model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We obtained 56 Long-Evans rats (28 male and 28 female), aged
10–12 weeks upon arrival, from Janvier, France. In compliance with Dutch
law and Institutional regulations, all animal procedures were approved by
the Centrale Commissie Dierproeven (CCD) and conducted in accordance
with the Experiments on Animal Act. Experiments were approved by the
local animal welfare body Animal Experiments Committee of the Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Behavioural tests were con-
ducted during the dark phase of the rat’s diurnal cycle (12 h/12 h). Food
and water were available ad libitum. In experiment 1 we used 24 rats (8 M/
8 F experimental, 4 M/4 F social partners). In experiment 2 we used 32 rats
(12 M/12 F experimental, 4 M/4 F social partners), but one male experi-
mental rat was excluded during the experiment due to health issues.

Apparatus
See Supplementary Materials.

Alcohol
We prepared 20% ethanol by diluting 70% ethanol (VWR International)
with water. Both water and alcohol were prepared in standard home-cage
water bottles.

Behavioural procedure
Experiment 1. Assessment of social reward as an operant reinforcer (2
Phases) (See Supplementary Methods for in depth details):

Housing conditions. See Supplementary Methods

Phase 1: Social reward self-administration. We first placed the social
partner rat into the adjacent social holding component of the operant
chamber, and then the experimental rat (of the same sex) was placed into
the main component of the operant chamber. We trained rats in a 2 h
session with the social-lever inserted into the chamber throughout. A
single lever press on the social reward lever resulted in the opening of the
guillotine door for 60 s, and the red cue-light above on for first 20 s.

Phase 2: Testing whether social reward self-administration requires the social
partner and guillotine door opening. In the following 3 weeks we tested
one of three different consequences: (1) Door/No_Partner (+/−): the door
opening but the social partner not present; (2) No_Door/Partner (−/+): the
door not opening, but the social partner is present; (3) No_Door/
No_Partner (−/−): the door is not opening and the social partner is not
present. These sessions were recorded for video analysis of the time spent
in an area close to the social partner, the lever, or the remaining area on
the other side of the chamber using EZTrack [15].

Experiment 2. Choice between alcohol and social reward (5 phases)
(See Supplementary Methods for in depth details):

Housing conditions. See Supplementary Methods

Phase 1: Alcohol home-cage intermittent every other day access. We used
an intermittent access (3–4 times/week) alcohol procedure [16, 17] in
which rats received 12 × 24 h sessions of access to one bottle of 20%
alcohol and one water bottle.

Phase 2. Self-administration (Social and alcohol) and initial choice tests.

Phase 2a: Social self-administration. See experiment 1.

Phase 2b: Alcohol self-administration. We first gave 1 h alcohol magazine
training session with alcohol reward (0.1 mL) every 3min (20 total), which
coincided 20 s alcohol-associated cue (no lever press). Next we trained the

rats to lever press for alcohol reward (FR1) for a total of 15 × 1 h sessions.
The alcohol lever was inserted into the chamber throughout, and one lever
press resulted in 0.1 ml alcohol, and 20 s alcohol cue. There was also a 20 s
time out after the reinforced lever press where lever press resulted in no
alcohol infusion.

Phase 2c: Choice tests. We tested choice between alcohol and social
reward twice during the alcohol self-administration phase.

Alcohol seeking test (“d1”). We tested alcohol seeking in a 60min
extinction test, where only the alcohol lever was inserted into the
chamber. No alcohol was delivered but responses on the alcohol-paired
lever were reinforced with 20 s presentation of the alcohol-paired cue.

Phase 3: Manipulation of alcohol FR during choice (19 sessions). Throughout
this phase the ratio requirement (FR) for social reward was 1. During the
first four sessions alcohol was FR1, in the fifth session it was FR2, and we
subsequently increased the FR for alcohol by 2 for every session until FR30.

Alcohol seeking test (“d21”). We tested alcohol seeking again in a 60min
extinction test, identical conditions to the “d1” test.

Social seeking test (“d22”). We tested social seeking in a 60min extinction
test, where only the social lever was inserted into the chamber. No social
partner was present, and the door did not open, but responses on the
social-paired lever were reinforced with 20 s presentation of the social-
paired cue.

Phase 4: Pre-choice alcohol exposure prior to choice (8 sessions). The first
15min of the session were identical to alcohol self-administration (Phase
2b). After this, there was an 8min time-out period and the choice test ran
for another 2 h, using an identical design to Phase 2c.

Phase 5: Manipulation of alcohol percentage during choice (17 sessions).
During this phase we trained the rats on the choice test procedure
identical to Phase 2c. We first used the standard 20% ethanol for
3 sessions, then 10% ethanol for 3 sessions, then 5% ethanol for 3 sessions,
then 1% ethanol for 3 sessions, then 0% ethanol (i.e. water) for 2 sessions,
then we returned to 20% ethanol for the final 3 sessions.

Experiment design
For the first experiment, all rats were given the same design, and there were
no experimental groups. For the second experiment, after the self-
administration phase we split the experimental rats into two groups because
our original rationale was to test the effect of choice-imposed abstinence on
incubation of alcohol seeking. One group of 12 rats (6M, 6 F) went
immediately into Phase 3 (Manipulation of alcohol FR), while the second
group of 11 rats (5M, 6 F) were kept in the home-cage for this period. At the
end of Phase 3, we tested both groups for alcohol seeking in a non-
reinforced test, and the next day tested social reward seeking in a non-
reinforced test, and then gave all rats another social reward self-
administration session (identical to Phase 2b). Following this, group 1 was
no longer trained, and group 2 underwent phase 4 and Phase 5 in that order.

Statistics
See Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS
Experiment 1: Assessment of social reward as an operant
reinforcer
Fig. 1A shows the outline of Experiment 1, and the data from the
initial social self-administration (Fig. 1B) and tests where we
manipulated the presence of the social partner and the door
opening (Fig. 1C). See Supplementary Results for analysis of the
self-administration data. On the test sessions we used the within-
subjects factors Door (Open, Closed) and Social Partner (Present,
Not Present) and found a main effect of Door (F (1,14)= 69.9;
p < 0.001) and Social Partner (F (1,14)= 4.7; p < 0.05). The
interaction was not significant, but there was a main effect of
Sex (F (1,14)= 6.8; p < 0.05).
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Analysis of the video recordings (Fig. 1D) revealed two important
findings. First, during standard social self-administration (i.e. Door
Open, Partner Present: +/+), males spend on average 64.9%, and
females 76.9% of the 60 s in close proximity to the social partner.
ANOVA revealed a significant difference (F (1,14)= 8.6; p= 0.011),
indicating females spend more time interacting with the social
partner. Interestingly males spend significantly more time in the
lever area during this period (F (1,14)= 24.2; p < 0.001). The second
is a comparable pattern of results in the amount of time spent in the
social area to the reinforced active lever presses (Fig. 1C). We found
a main effect of Door (F (1,14)= 146; p < 0.001) and Social Partner (F
(1,14)= 22.8; p < 0.05). The interaction was not significant, and there
was a main effect of Sex (F (1,14)= 13.6; p < 0.01). Follow-up
comparisons revealed a significant difference in time spent in the
social area between the standard condition (i.e. Door Open, Partner
Present:+/+) and all other conditions (ps < 0.05) in males. In female
rats the comparison between the standard condition (+/+) and the
door opening but no social partner condition (+/−) was not
significant (p > 0.05), and the other two (−/+; −/−) were (ps <
0.001). See Supplementary Results for more comparisons.

These data show that, compared to the rate of responding
during social self-administration, omitting both the door opening
(cue still presented) and the social partner resulted in a significant
decrease in the total number reinforced active lever presses, and
significantly less time spent in the area of the chamber close to
the guillotine door.

Experiment 2: Phase 2, self-administration phase and first 2
choice sessions
Fig. 2A describes the outline of experiment 2, and Fig. 2B
describes the choice session procedure. See Supplementary
Results for the analysis of the alcohol home-cage data and initial
social and alcohol self-administration data. During the initial
choice sessions (C1, C2; Fig. 3B), we found a significant effect of
Choice (F (1,21)= 5.8; p < 0.05), and a significant Choice × Sex
interaction (F (1,21)= 12.8, p < 0.01), but no effect of Session (F
(1,21)= 3.9; p > 0.05). This reflects greater preference for alcohol in
male rats compared to female rats, with no change in preference
from C1 to C2. Statistical analysis on the preference score revealed
no effect of Session (F (1,21) < 1; p > 0.05), and an overall effect of

Fig. 1 Experiment 1: Response-contingent presentation of a social partner is reinforcing in Long-Evans rats. A Outline of experiment 1.
Phase 1: Rats were first trained to self-administer social access in 2 h sessions on an FR1 schedule of reinforcement. Phase 2: We then tested
the effect of removing the response-contingent opening of the door, or the presence of the social partner in 1 h sessions. (+/+, Door opening,
Social partner present; +/− Door opening, Social partner absent; −/+ Door closed, Social partner present; −/− Door closed, Social partner
absent). BMean ± SEM total rewards (left) and lever presses (right) during the social self-administration sessions. CMean ± SEM, and individual
data of total reinforced active lever presses during the four different test conditions. D Mean ± SEM, and individual data, time spent in the
three different areas of the chamber during the four different test conditions.
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Sex (F (1,21)= 13.7; p= 0.001), again reflecting greater preference
for alcohol in male rats compared to female rats. In addition, we
found no difference between the two groups (home-cage, Alcohol
FR manipulations) in their preference in C1 and C2 (Group (F
(1,19) < 1; p > 0.05); Session × Group (F (1,19)= 2.2; p > 0.05).

Experiment 2: Phase 3, alcohol FR manipulations
Figure 4A, B show the responses during the choice sessions where
the FR requirement for alcohol increasing by 2 per session after
the fifth session. During the FR1 choice sessions, male rats showed
a higher preference for alcohol over social reward. While female
rats showed no preference initially, preference shifted to alcohol
by the fourth session. Statistical analysis across the sessions
revealed a significant Response (Alcohol, Social) x Session
interaction (F (18,180)= 16.8, p < 0.001), reflecting a change in
choice behaviour in response to increased alcohol FR. Figure 4C
shows the preference score for male and female rats in the FR1
and FR26–FR30 sessions. Statistical analysis revealed a significant
effect of Session (F (1,10)= 24.6; p < 0.001), but no significant
Session × Sex interaction (F (1,10) < 1; p > 0.05). Post-hoc test
revealed significant difference within both male (p= 0.0059) and
female (p= 0.0218) rats. These data indicate a significant change

in preference as the FR requirement for alcohol increased, and
that both male and female rats changed their preference in a
comparable manner.
We also conducted correlation analyses between the Preference

Score at low and high FR requirement for alcohol with measures of
social or alcohol reward prior to choice to determine the
relationship between these measures (see Supplementary Results).

Experiment 2: Alcohol and social reward seeking tests
See Supplementary Results for analysis of these tests. In summary,
these results show evidence of a comparable rate of alcohol and
social reward seeking during extinction tests.

Experiment 2: Phase 4, pre-choice alcohol exposure
manipulations
Figure 5A, B show responses during the choice sessions from the
pre-choice alcohol exposure sessions where we gave the rats
15min of unrestricted alcohol self-administration (FR1) prior to
each choice session. See Supplementary Results (Fig. S3C) for
analysis of alcohol self-administration during these sessions.
Figure 5C shows the mean preference score in the first 3 and
last 3 pre-choice alcohol exposure choice sessions. We observed a

Fig. 2 Experiment 2: Choice between alcohol and social reward. A All rats were given home-cage access to alcohol for 4 weeks in group
housing. Afterwards they were single-housed and operant training began, with separate training sessions for social and alcohol operant reward.
Two choice tests were conducted (C1, C2) during the alcohol self-administration phase. We then tested alcohol seeking in a single extinction test
session. Then one group (n= 12) were given successive choice sessions where we increased the alcohol FR, while the other group (n= 11) was
first left in the home-cage during this time. We then tested both groups of rats for both alcohol and social reward seeking in extinction test
session. After this, group 2 underwent the pre-choice alcohol exposure phase, and then the alcohol percentage manipulation phase. B Each
choice session consisted of 15 × 8min trials. A trial begins with onset of the discriminative stimuli (DS) for 10 s and then both levers are inserted.
After the response requirement is met, both levers are retracted, both DS are turned off, and the relevant reward is delivered. If no response is
made in 6min then both levers are retracted, both DS are turned off, and there is an inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 1min 50 s.
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Fig. 3 Social reward and alcohol reward operant training and initial choice tests. A The top row of graphs show the Mean ± SEM rewards
(either 60 s social access or 0.1 mL alcohol) on the left y-axis, and for the alcohol self-administration sessions, g/kg per session is shown on the
right y-axis. The bottom row of graphs show the Mean ± SEM total lever presses during these sessions. B Both the group data and individual
data of the preference score from C1 and C2.
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significant effect of Session (F (1,9)= 8.1; p < 0.05), and a
significant Session x Sex interaction (F (1,9)= 7.8; p < 0.05). Post-
hoc test revealed significant difference between male (p= 0.0081)
but not female (p > 0.05) rats. Overall, these results show that pre-
choice alcohol exposure reduces choice for alcohol. This effect was
sex dependent, female rats choice remained unbiased towards
either option, but male rats showed a significant change in
preference from alcohol preferring to social preferring.

Experiment 2: Phase 5, alcohol percentage manipulations
Figure 5D, E show the responses during the choice sessions from
the alcohol percentage manipulations sessions. To make reasonable
interpretations of the statistical output, we only analysed sessions
1–14, where the alcohol percentage changes from 20% in sessions
1–3 to 0% in sessions 13 and 14. We show data from sessions 15–17,
when alcohol percentage is returned to 20%, to illustrate the return
of alcohol preference in both male and female rats. Analysis of the
raw choice data revealed a significant Choice x Session interaction
(F (13,117)= 7.6; p < 0.001) reflecting a change in choice for alcohol
and social reward as the percentage of alcohol is reduced to 0%
across the sessions. We observed no Choice × Session × Sex
interaction (F (13,117)= 1.1; p > 0.05) reflecting no difference in
choice behaviour across the sessions between the male and female
rats. Figure 5F shows the mean preference score per subject in the
initial three 20% sessions and the two 0% alcohol choice sessions.
We observed a significant effect of Session (F (1,9)= 8.8; p= 0.015),
but no Session x Sex interaction (F (1,9) < 1; p > 0.05), normain effect
of Sex (F (1,9) < 1; p > 0.05). Thus, we did find a significant change in
preference in response to decreasing percentage of alcohol.

DISCUSSION
In this study we show a strong preference for alcohol over social
reward in both male and female rats. We first show that a social
partner serves as an operant reinforcer. Next, we used a discrete
choice [10] procedure and found that male and female rats show a
choice preference for alcohol reward over social reward. We then
tested three different manipulations to determine whether this
preference can be changed. First we show that increasing the FR
for alcohol, while social reward remains at FR1, decreased choice
for alcohol. In another group of rats, we tested the effect of pre-
choice alcohol exposure on choice, and found that male rats
preference changed to social reward, while female rats choice for

alcohol was reduced but there was no preference for social
reward. Finally, we also reduced the percentage of alcohol over
successive sessions, and found that both male and female rats
reduced alcohol choice. Overall, this study shows that in a discrete
choice procedure rats prefer alcohol over social reward. These
findings suggest that choice for social reward over a drug
alternative may not generalise to alcohol.

Effectiveness of a social partner to act as an operant reinforcer
In Experiment 1 we show that social reward self-administration is
reduced when the social partner is not present and the guillotine
does not open. These data demonstrate the importance of the
presence of the social partner in this form of operant responding.
However, surprisingly there was no reduction in the +/− condition
(Fig. 1C). This finding is in contrast to a recent study showing a
significant decrease in responding when the social partner is not
present [18]. One possible explanation for this is that the door
opening acts as a conditioned reinforcer, and in the three sessions
we tested this behaviour did not extinguish. However we did not
test this in naïve, non-trained rats. Another possibility is the
presence of olfactory cues within the social box. We did not clean
out this chamber between sessions, and emerging evidence (Marco
Venniro, personal communication) indicates an important contribu-
tion of residual olfactory stimuli in social-reinforced behaviours.
We also observed a difference in the rate of social reward self-

administration in male rats between Experiment 1 (Fig. 1B) and
Experiment 2 (Fig. 3A). Although the experiments were not directly
compared, we did find a significant difference between male and
female rats in social reward self-administration in Experiment 2,
but not Experiment 1. These cohorts were run separately, although
under comparable conditions, as such we are unsure if this is a
cohort effect. However, one critical difference between the
experiments is the alcohol home-cage prior to social reward self-
administration training in Experiment 2. Therefore it is possible this
had a more significant impact of operant social reward in male rats
than female rats. It remains an open and interesting question for
future research as to whether alcohol exposure changes the
propensity for social reinforcement in male rats.

Apparent lack of protective effect of social reward on alcohol
self-administration
The most unexpected finding from this study is that both male
and female rats choose alcohol over social reward. Although there

Fig. 4 Effect of increasing fixed ratio (FR) requirement for alcohol on choice. Choice responses during the increasing fixed ratio (FR)
requirement for alcohol sessions are shown for male rats (A) and female rats (B). Choice response data are presented as Mean ± SEM.
C Average preference scores for individual rats from the initial four FR1 sessions, and last three high FR sessions (FR26–FR30).
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is evidence in experiments with humans indicating that in a
choice setting, drugs are often chosen over alternative rewards
[19, 20], recent pre-clinical work has found that rats prefer social
reward over methamphetamine, heroin, and cocaine [7–9].
Moreover, other alternative, non-social, rewards have been tested
such as sugar, saccharine, and food pellets, and in each case these
studies found that the majority of rats show a preference for the
non-drug reward over drug [10, 21]. A comparable finding is also
seen in rats self-administering alcohol, where the majority (80%)
of rats were found to choose saccharine over alcohol in a discrete
choice procedure [12]. However, in contrast to these findings,
recently it was shown that rats will work harder to receive a food
reward compared to a social reward [18, 22], and rats choose food
pellets over social reward [22]. That rats show a choice preference
for both food pellets and alcohol over social reward may indicate
that orally consumed rewards are contrasted differentially to
intravenous rewards in a choice setting with social reward.
It is possible that our implementation of social reward is not

comparable to the experiments of Venniro et al. [7]. Our
experiments were designed to replicate these studies however
there were some important differences, such as the home-cage

alcohol phase, and the social partners in our experiment were
group housed. In experiment 1 we show that both male and
female rats reduce their rate of social reward seeking when the
social partner is not present and the guillotine door does not
open. In experiment 2 we tested both alcohol and social reward
seeking in extinction tests, and found a comparable rate of reward
seeking. This observation provides some evidence that social
reward is sufficiently motivating to yield a rate of seeking in
extinction comparable to alcohol.
There are two possible experimental design factors that may

have increased the value of alcohol relative to social reward in
this study. The first is the 4 weeks of home-cage intermittent
every other day access to alcohol [16], which may be sufficient
to bias preference for alcohol over social reward. Although even
longer periods of home-cage alcohol access are typically needed
to develop ‘addiction-like’ phenotypes [23–25]. Consistent with
this, repeated intermittent exposure to alcohol vapour, causing
physical dependence, can shift preference in discrete choice to
alcohol away from saccharine [13]. Venniro et al. showed that
over 50 days of intravenous methamphetamine self-administra-
tion, which produced a 3 criteria distribution of rats [26], did not

Fig. 5 Effect of pre-choice alcohol exposure and decreasing alcohol percentage on choice. Choice responses during the pre-choice alcohol
sessions are shown for male rats (A) and female rats (B). C Average preference scores from the initial three pre-choice alcohol exposure
sessions, and last three pre-choice alcohol exposure sessions. Choice responses during the decreasing alcohol percentage sessions are shown
for male rats (D) and female rats (E). F Average preference scores from the initial three 20% alcohol sessions, and two zero percent alcohol
sessions. Choice response data are presented as Mean ± SEM.
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alter choice for drug reward over social reward [7]. Thus,
preference for social reward has previously been shown to be
unrelated to the amount of drug exposure. The second factor is
the contribution of single-housed isolation, which can increase
alcohol consumption [27–32]. We kept our rats individually
housed in part to replicate previous studies [7], but also with the
expectation that, if anything, this will increase motivation for
social interaction. However in view of previous findings it is
possible that social isolation increased motivation for alcohol.
Finally, the difference between intravenous and orally consumed

rewards may explain why rats choose alcohol over social reward
here, but other studies report choice for social reward over
intravenously administered rewards [7–9]. The pattern of alcohol
self-administration is qualitatively different to that of intravenous
self-administration, where once dopamine levels in the nucleus
accumbens decrease below a given threshold another reinforce-
ment is taken [33, 34]. There is a delay in dopamine release between
the action and the infusion. This delay makes choice procedures a
competition between immediate reward (i.e. saccharine) and
delayed reward (i.e. intravenous cocaine) [35]. A strong preference
for immediate rewards can explain choice for saccharine over
cocaine. Consistent with this, imposing a delay between either
response and both outcomes leads to an increased preference for
cocaine over saccharine [35], and also reduces choice for social
reward over heroin [7].
Another key difference between orally consumed and intravenous

rewards is the sensory properties of consumption. The pharmaco-
kinetic properties of alcohol are different to intravenous drugs, and
the implementation of choice in this experiment results in the rats
being unable to achieve a pharmacological effect of alcohol. It is
known that the internal drug state can shift choice preference [36],
and consistent with this we show here that pre-choice alcohol
decreases choice for alcohol. The taste of orally consumed drugs
have been shown to function as conditioned reinforcers [20, 37, 38],
and it is likely that the taste properties of alcohol serve as a
conditioned reinforcer for the pharmacological effects of alcohol, an
association that would have been well established during the home-
cage alcohol phase. Thus, we propose that in a discrete choice
paradigm choice is biased towards alcohol because a single reward
every 8min is insufficient to yield a pharmacological effect. This
implies that the motivation for the pharmacological effects of
alcohol, in part sustained by the conditioned reinforcing effects of
alcohol taste, is stronger than the motivation for social interaction as
implemented in this experimental setup.

Interactions between alcohol and social reward
In a manner with potential similarities to the human condition, in
rodents there are social situations and factors that can promote
drug use and relapse. For example, experimenter-controlled
exposure to a social partner can increase alcohol consumption
[39, 40], and can facilitate cocaine self-administration if that
partner is also self-administering cocaine [41], and cocaine relapse
can be induced by a conditioned social partner [42]. As such, it is
also possible that the presence of the social partner during the
choice procedures biases choice towards alcohol. In contrast to
alcohol, cocaine self-administration is reduced in the presence of a
social partner [43], which may also be related to the difference in
social choice between cocaine [9] and alcohol. Social isolation
leads to increased home-cage alcohol drinking compared to
group-housed rats [31]. More complex social interactions such as
social rejection or social play are also linked to alcohol use. For
example, social rejection can elevate the risk of relapse in female,
but not male, rats [44], and increased social play during
adolescence is predictive of alcohol seeking in adverse situations
[45]. While in this study we have not demonstrated an increase in
alcohol consumption because of a social factor, we have shown
that a strong preference for alcohol can be identified when placed
in choice against social interaction.

We observed substantial individual variability in choice in
response to the experimental interventions that we used to shift
preference. Such a degree of individual variability is not present
in the choice sessions where alcohol was at FR1. However, even
during these sessions we found a negative correlation between
preference for alcohol and the rate of self-administration of
social reward (Fig. S3), as well as a positive correlation between
preference in the high FR alcohol choice sessions and the day 1
alcohol seeking test. Thus, the propensity to choose social
reward or alcohol is related to other measures of motivation. We
have previously described individual variability with respect to
punishment [46, 47], which others have shown both for alcohol
[48–51], and intravenous drugs of abuse [52, 53]. Whether
punishment-resistance is related to higher alcohol preference is
not known. But the subjects who show a reduced shift in
preference to social reward by increasing the effort to obtain
alcohol, or decreasing the percentage of alcohol, may represent
a more vulnerable sub-population that warrant further
investigation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this study we tested a discrete choice model of addiction and
observed a strong preference for alcohol over social reward. These
findings stand in contrast to previous work investigating the effect
of choice for social reward over intravenously administered drugs
such as heroin, methamphetamine, and cocaine, but are
consistent with a recent study showing preference for food
pellets over social reward [22]. Overall, this study suggests that the
effect of choice for social reward on drug taking and drug seeking
in rodents may not generalise to alcohol. However, this study also
describes the importance of social factors in alcohol abuse, and
we highlight several different interventions which can shift
preference away from alcohol towards social reward. It will be of
interest in future studies to investigate the neurobiological
mechanisms underlying both a strong preference for alcohol over
social reward, and how this changes when preference shifts from
alcohol to social rewards.
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